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Preface 

 
The following pages document the second part of our annual budget planning exercise.  Its content 

outlines and discusses our priorities, along with requests for temporary and permanent funds, for the 

upcoming fiscal year 2014.  We thank you for considering our requests. 

 

 
Gregory Simpson, Dean 
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I.  Major Objectives for FY14 

 

The College of Arts and Sciences aims to continue building on its successes in line with all of its 

strategic goals as well as those highlighted in Educating Illinois.  In FY14, our principal focus 

will be to continue to maintain and build upon our academic excellence and to continue to 

enhance the systems and infrastructure critical in supporting this excellence.   These objectives 

center upon Goals found within the first two Strategic Foci in our strategic plan and within Goals 

1 and 2 in the latest Educating Illinois document: 

 

Strategic Focus 1:  Facilitate Academic Excellence 

 

Goal 1.1:  Develop and maintain rigorous academic curricula 

Goal 1.2:  Enhance opportunities for co-curricular learning activities 

Goal 1.3:  Enhance support for faculty research and creative activity 

Goal 1.4:  Enhance and encourage support for student research and creative activity 

Goal 1.5:  Enhance support for faculty and staff professional development 

 

Strategic Focus 2:  Enhance the systems and infrastructure supporting academic excellence 

 

Goal 2.2:  Continue to develop and maintain technology infrastructure and professional staff to 

support scholarship, creative activity, and student learning 

Goal 2.3:  Enhance physical infrastructure to support sustainable growth of academic activities 

and programs. 

 

The remainder of this planning document outlines the most pressing needs of our college for 

FY14.  We request financial assistance through the various programs our institution offers as 

outlined in detail in the sections below.  Support for these initiatives will help us achieve the 

outlined goals and  will ensure that we continue to recruit and retain high-quality students to 

whom we are able to offer premier undergraduate and graduate educational experiences in the 

humanities, social, natural, and mathematical sciences in Illinois. In summary, our most pressing 

needs are in the following areas (most may be supported through permanent or temporary 

dollars, as permissible): 

 

1. Faculty recruitment (Sections V and VI) 

2. Graduate assistant stipend enhancement (Section II) 

3. Startup fund enhancement (Section IV) 

4. Faculty professional travel enhancement (Section II) 

5. Student teacher supervision salary and travel enhancement (Section II) 

6. General revenue operating fund enhancement (Section II) 

7. AP/CS support staff enhancements (Section II) 

8. Technology, including scientific instrumentation enhancement (Section II & IV) 
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II. Permanent Funding Requests 

 

The college has identified six major funding initiatives for FY14 that require the influx of 

permanent funding enhancements that cannot be addressed at the college level at this time.  

Included are requests for enhancements  of 1) graduate stipends, 2) general revenue operating 

funds, 3) faculty professional travel funding, 4) recapitalization of faculty computers and other 

technologies, 5) student teacher supervision salaries, 6) support staff positions.  Items 1 through 

5 address the issues college-wide, and any dollars that may be received will be distributed among 

all units, unless otherwise noted.  Each of the initiatives has been listed in a ranked order on the 

PERM form and additional justification and information on each request outlined in the 

paragraphs below.  The funding request totals represent amounts requested across the college or 

by the unit.  We recognize that only partial funding and with temporary dollars may be available 

for distribution at this time for any of the identified initiatives. 

 

1.  Graduate Stipend Enhancement – College-wide initiative 

 

Enhancing graduate programs continues to be another critical component of our vision for the 

College.  In addition to providing direct support for the continued excellence of graduate degree 

programs, funding for graduate assistants (GA) has a direct impact on instructional capacity and 

quality in general education and undergraduate major programs, while also providing critical 

support for faculty research and creative productivity.  Indeed, enhancing GA budgets is directly 

supportive of the College’s First Strategic Focus and supports Educating Illinois Goals 1 and 2.  

Departments note that they continue to need to increase the number of graduate assistantships 

available as well as the level of the stipends.  Therefore, we are continuing to make this a high 

priority for FY14. 

 

As in years past, the scope of the demand for additional GAs is being revealed by noting that 12 

of our 14 departments/schools with graduate programs requested new or permanent funding 

enhancements, totaling $550,000 across the college.  Our request ($160,000) is for the most 

pressing portion.  Table 1 below shows examples of requests from departments/schools.   

 

Table 1:  Highest priority Graduate Assistantship Funding Request for FY14 
Unit Description Funding Request 

SWK 1 additional GA $   7,650 

ENG 4 additional GAs to teach GenEd and writing courses $ 57,652 

BIO 1 additional GA to ensure TAship for BSC 311 $ 10,350 

CSD 3 additional GA for AuD program $ 29,538 

MAT 3 additional GAs for Actuarial and Biomathematics MS $ 30,000 

HIS 2 additional GAs to support instruction in GenEd courses $ 16,920 

 

In the meantime, we expect to continue to support graduate assistantships with some of our 

instructional capacity funds where appropriate.  However, this highlights an ongoing structural 

concern.  Reliance on instructional capacity and variance dollars to fund graduate assistantships 

limits the ability of faculty to engage in planful review and development (where appropriate) of 

graduate programs. Recruiting and mentoring the best possible graduate students directly 

supports undergraduate instruction, especially in departments and schools with large Gen Ed 
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contributions.  However, graduate program quality (and, indirectly, undergraduate instruction) 

can be compromised because of uncertainty and lack of competiveness in the graduate 

admissions process.  That is, faculty may not know how many graduate students can be admitted 

when it is not clear what level of support will be available to the students throughout their 

graduate careers.  This is especially important in our Doctoral or equivalent programs (i.e., 

English, Biology, Psychology, Mathematics, Communication Sciences and Disorders), because 

many of our competitors at other institutions commit a specific number of years of assistantship 

funding to incoming students.  We recognize that this is a long-term issue requiring a multi-

faceted solution, and we will continue to identify opportunities to supplement base budgets, 

instructional capacity allocations, and variances with external funding, scholarships, and other 

endowments, even as we try to find ways to enhance graduate assistantship budgets in permanent 

and sustainable ways. 

 

2.  General Revenue Operating Funds Enhancement – College-wide initiative 

 

The vast majority of our departments/schools request a permanent enhancement in general 

revenue operating funds outside of travel.  In FY12 the provost offered a 2% increase in base 

operating funds that were very much appreciated by our units.  For our college, that amount 

represented approximately $32,000.  We request a similar enhancement for FY14. The 

importance of this priority spans all CAS goals and those of Educating Illinois.   
 

3.  Faculty Professional Travel Enhancement – College-wide initiative 

 

Travel costs continue to increase and, as research activity increases, the rate at which faculty 

needs to travel increases.  Enhancing support of this vital activity contributes to the quality of our 

academic programs, the production of research and scholarship, and the reputation of the 

university. The importance of this high priority again spans several CAS goals.  It is specifically 

reflected in the under Area of Strategic Focus 1.3, “Enhance support for faculty research and 

creative activity,” Goal 1.4 “Enhance and encourage support for student research and creative 

activity,” This initiative supports Educating Illinois Goals 1 and 2. 

 

Similarly to years past, our units requested permanent enhancements for travel for the upcoming 

year totaling just over $70,000. Departments must routinely supplement base travel budgets with 

end-of-year funds, recovered indirect costs, or foundation funds.  In FY13, the CAS distributed 

approximately $150,000 of its travel funds among our 316 faculty members, on average making 

~$470 available to each faculty member for professional travel.  Our allocation represents just 

over 90% of our travel allocation which requires us to also supplement our travel costs with 

indirect cost dollars.    Unfortunately, the average distribution covers roughly 1/3 of the cost of 1 

trip to a regional or national meeting.  In the recent past, the CAS conducted an exercise 

designed to project how much enhancement our operating budgets would need to fully support 

our activities.  At that time, we estimated that our travel lines would need to increase 187% (i.e., 

they almost need to triple).  A minimum of $1,000 per faculty member is more appropriate, 

however, given actual travel costs to quality conferences, and it is also more commensurate with 

our status and mission as a doctoral-research university.   
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To continue to make progress toward supporting travel in a manner consistent with the research 

productivity of our faculty and our ASPT guidelines, we request another enhancement of 

$50,000, roughly matching our supplemental allocation from indirect costs in FY13.   

 

4. Technology - Recapitalization of Faculty Computers and Chemical Stockroom Security 

Solution – College-wide initiative 

 

The enhancement of technology critical to our teaching and research missions continues to be 

one of our highest priorities.  The technology needs that directly impact instruction and research 

in the CAS fall into six (6) broad categories that have been addressed in detail in the Technology 

Needs Assessment conducted by the college last May (see Appendix II): 

 

1. Personnel (AP & CS support staff) 

2. Scientific instrumentation & maintenance contracts 

3. Computer hardware 

4. Computer software 

5. Other technology (discipline specific) 

6. Services and service level agreements 

 

Although significant needs remain in all the above areas, we would like to address here the 

recapitalization of computer hardware and software for faculty research.  There is currently no 

base-budgeted model that speaks to our ability to consistently address this issue that is becoming 

progressively more problematic as such needs are becoming increasingly more specialized and 

discipline-specific.  

 

The importance of this high priority again spans several CAS goals.  It is specifically reflected in 

the area of Strategic Focus 1.3, “Enhance support for faculty research and creative activity,” 

Goal 1.4 “Enhance and encourage support for student research and creative activity,” and most 

importantly, “Enhance the systems and infrastructure supporting academic excellence,” 

specifically Goal 2.2, “Continue to develop and maintain technology infrastructure and 

professional staff to support scholarship, creative activity, and student learning.” This initiative 

supports Educating Illinois Goals 1 and 2. 

 

The vast majority of departments do not request any funds for desktop computer recapitalization, 

because such needs continue to be covered on an ad hoc basis.  The CAS seeks to establish a 

systematic approach to desktop computer recapitalization.  Implementation of a four-year 

replacement cycle will require roughly $75,000 per year.   

 

We have made every effort over the past few years with generous enhancement allocations, 

supplemented by allocation of our own funds (notably tech-tuition allocation, our equipment 

line, recovered indirect costs, and end-of-year variance allocations) to move forward on this 

initiative.  Unfortunately, our available funds are becoming too limited to continue to address 

this issue without a permanent enhancement.  For instance, in FY12, we were able to recapitalize 

computers for 10 faculty members in the college.  In FY13, and without any enhancements into 

FY14, we may not be able to afford even this modest assistance.  To this end, we request a 
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permanent enhancement of $40,000 for faculty computer recapitalization in FY14.  Such an 

enhancement would allow us to establish a base budget where that would allow us to recap about 

50 faculty computers per year, placing us on a 6 year replacement cycle. 

 

In FY13, The College began working with the Department of Chemistry to implement a 

chemical inventory tracking system and security solution for its chemical stockroom.  This 

process involved the purchase and annual maintenance of a software package as well as the 

installation of keyless entry system in the Chemistry stockroom.  Together these solutions will 

enable us to comply with federal and state mandates, and control access to the large quantities of 

hazardous materials.  There are currently no budgeted dollars to help maintain the system into 

the future. In addition, the Office of Environmental Health and Safety highly recommended that 

the School of Biological Sciences also establish a similar system (see Appendix I for letter of 

support from John Goodman).  A purchase of this system in Biology will carry a recurring cost 

of $6,360.  The CAS is asking for support from the provost for this initiative for BSC, and CAS 

will continue to work to identify permanent dollars in CHE.  It is important that this issue be 

addressed as a lack of resolution poses safety issues as well as potential negative accreditation 

issues for the program. 

5.  Student Teacher Supervision Salaries and Related Travel Enhancement – College-wide 

initiative 

 

Preparation of teachers is at the heart of Illinois State’s historic mission and a recurring point of 

pride for the University.  Yet, much of this mission-critical enterprise is funded by temporary 

dollars and the overall trend is clearly one of increasing costs.  To put the mission-critical 

activity of teacher preparation programs on a more secure planning footing, we set an objective 

to continue enhancement of the base budget dedicated to student teacher supervision salaries that 

is currently at $105,000.  In FY13, the total cost for this need was $159,059.  The college used 

part of its instructional capacity allocation to supplement the total cost.  Given that instructional 

capacity dollars are becoming increasingly more competitive and the amount of variance at the 

college level very limited, we ask for a permanent enhancement of $50,000 for this initiative in 

FY14 and beyond. 

 

In FY13, the college also received $30,000 in travel for field supervision.  This supplement made 

it possible for all but $8,427 of these expenses to be completely covered for units and we are 

grateful for the award.  We would like to request similar support for student teacher supervision 

travel in FY14. 

 

6.  Academic Support Personnel Enhancement 

 

As academic programs grow, and the research profile of the faculty increases, the delivery of 

undergraduate and graduate programs of choice require increasing levels of academic support in 

the form of professional advisors, program coordinators, and professional technicians. Many of 

these duties are only being partly covered.  Indeed, we received requests for funding of 31 partial 

or full AP or CS positions from 11 different units totaling $879,282 in permanent funding.  

These data document the urgency of the need to enhance academic support to ensure that 
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students have superior advisement in well-administered programs using sophisticated equipment 

(equipment used in labs, clinics, and field experiences as well as computers and information 

technology systems).  Table 2 below lists the permanent AP/CS personnel requests deemed most 

pressing within the college, although temporary monies that would enable the hiring for one 

fiscal year would also be welcome.  The total amount requested for this purpose is approximately 

$287,500. 

 

Table 2:  CAS Highest-priority requests for academic support positions (CS & AP) for FY14. 
Priority Unit Position 

Type 

Description 

1 CAS-IT AP Application Developer/Programmer 

2 COM AP Director, Communication Teacher Education Program (See Appendix III for 

full justification of this important initiative) 

3 ECO AP Undergraduate Advising 

4 PHY AP Storeroom, lab, equipment support 

6 CSD CS Speech Language Pathology Supervisor 

7 CHE AP Program coordinator, Chemistry and Biochemistry 

 

Adequate programmatic and research support continues to be a high priority within the CAS and 

at Illinois State making the identification of personnel resources very critical to its mission.  

Adding adequate support staff positions supports the progress in almost all of our strategic foci, 

as this critical resource facilitates academic excellence (Strategic Focus 1), enhances the systems 

and infrastructure that supports this academic excellence (Strategic Focus 2), diversifies and 

enhances the financial support for academic excellence (Strategic Focus 3), and helps to share 

and promote our academic excellence (Strategic Focus 4).  This initiative supports Educating 

Illinois Goals 1 and 2. 

 

III. Strategic Budgeted Carryover (SBC) Requests ONLY 

 

The CAS has identified four requests for the Strategic Budgeted Carryover into FY14, one on 

behalf of the college, and others from Biological Sciences, English, and Sociology-Anthropology 

(PERS 937 SBC ONLY).  The total amount we request to carry over without requesting 

additional dollars from the provost is $84,357.  We appreciate the opportunity to carry over 

dollars between fiscal years, as doing so makes it possible to further our strategic missions and 

often do it so in more fiscally responsible ways.  This year, for instance, BSC will carry over 

$40,000 into FY14 for the repair and/or replacement of expiring equipment in the school.  Doing 

so will lessen the school’s demand to pay for expensive maintenance service contracts that 

typically cost $120,000 per year.  

 

IV. Provost Enhancement Requests and Strategic Budgeted Carryover 

 

For FY14, the CAS has identified and prioritized 12 Provost Enhancement Requests listed on the 

PERS937 form in five principal areas of need including: 

a) Startup Funds 

b) CAS-IT Professional Training Funds   

c) Maintenance and Enhancement of Scientific Instrumentation  
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d) Conference on Freedom and Responsibility 

e) Facilities Upgrade and Renovations 

 

1.  Enhancement for Startup Funds in the CAS (SBC+PE) 

 

One of the largest requests on our list comes from the college and is planning to help address the 

need to ensure that adequate startup funding will be available for faculty hires in the future.  

Without appropriate startup funds, the college’s ability to attract competitive faculty into the 

University is seriously compromised.  There is virtually no discipline housed within our college 

that does not require some funds designed help incoming faculty initiate their research programs 

in a sustainable and competitive manner, and it is not uncommon for startups to cost in excess of 

$100,000 in the sciences.  The continuing importance of these high priority requests is reflected 

in the updated CAS Strategic Plan 2010-2015 under Strategic Foci 1 and 2 and Goals 1 and 2 in 

Educating Illinois.  

 

The college currently allocates the majority of its startup packages from two funds: the 

equipment budget (base) and indirect cost (IDC) generated from external grants.  In FY13, the 

base budget for equipment in the CAS was $294,500; the college plans to carry over 

approximately $125,000 in indirect cost funds for a total of $419,500.  It is important to note, 

however, that it is not feasible for each of the sources of funds to be completely devoted for this 

purpose alone.  The research and startup commitments for incoming faculty in FY14 total 

$554,875, $135,375 above our budget.  If no other funds are available, the college plans to use 

anticipated variance and indirect costs that will be generated in the fall and the following spring 

to offset this cost.  Unfortunately doing so will prevent us from addressing other important 

initiatives in the college, including faculty computer recapitalization.   The Table 3 below 

summarizes the annual commitments already made by the CAS until 2016. 

 

Table 3:  Startup Commitments as of April 2013. 
 FY 14 FY 15 FY 16 

Total Commitment $554,875 $252,667 $125,583 

Base Equipment  $294,500 $294,500 $294,500 

IDC Allocation (Estimate for carryover) $125,000 N/A N/A 

Total Funds Available  $419,500   

Available as of 04/12 -$135,375 $41,833 $168,917 

% Available as of 04/12  14% of equipment 

budget 

57% of equipment 

budget 

 

It is evident that our current dollars available in the equipment base budget are insufficient to 

meet the demand of startup funding.  More importantly, we have already committed all but 14% 

of our equipment budget for FY 15, before we have been able to assess programmatic demand 

and prioritize hires across our units over the next 2 years.   

 

Again, while we supplement these costs with IDC, the amounts received by the college are 

becoming more unpredictable, making planning for upcoming hiring cycles increasingly 

difficult.  Although our faculty members continue to apply for indirect-cost generating grants, 

the funding climate is very uncertain and has become extremely competitive.  Between FY07 
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and FY12, the CAS has generated, on average, about 28% of the dollars from external grants and 

contracts at ISU, although at the same time we experienced a steady decline in generated IDC 

totals each year.  We show a recovery in FY13 but cannot be sure if this short-term increase will 

be sustained. 

 

Finally, although other programs may not show similar programmatic challenges, the 

prioritization of faculty hires in the sciences in particular, must currently be taken in the context 

of IDC generation and a constant equipment budget.   It is not uncommon for a quality hires in 

the Biological Sciences and Chemistry to require well in excess of $100,000 for startup.   

 

To help us offset some of the pressures we are facing with startup costs in FY14, we propose a 1-

year strategic budgeted carryover (SBC) of $80,000 in temporary GR funds and ask for a 

$50,000 supplement from the provost (PE) for this initiative.  These dollars will help us 

reallocate funds for many of our currently unfunded or under-funded college-wide initiatives and 

help ensure that our departments and schools can hire based upon programmatic and other 

academic needs without the complications related to startup funding negotiations.   

 

2.  Enhancement for CAS-IT Professional Training Funds 

 

With the varied technology requirements in the CAS (see Appendix II for CAS Technology 

Needs Assessment Report), and requirements of many projects handled with-in CAS-IT, the staff 

require continuous professional development. However the costs of the training in many of these 

vertical fields are significantly higher than what we can afford through the existing budget 

allocations of $2,500. Future training will help our staff better cope with client needs, improve, 

architect & maintain a better server, desktop and application infrastructure for CAS (CAS Plan, 

Strategic Focus 2, and Educating Illinois Goals 1 & 2).  We would like to request $17,500 to 

offset our professional costs for FY14.  This commitment would make available about $2,100 

per CAS-IT employee. 

 

3. Enhancement for the Maintenance and Enhancement of Scientific Instrumentation  

 

As discussed in the CAS Technology Needs Assessment (Appendix II), the units facing the 

greatest challenges related to equipment needs include the departments of Chemistry, 

Communication Sciences and Disorders, and Physics along with the School of Biological 

Sciences and School of Communication. Scholarship and teaching in the natural sciences, in 

particular, is tightly associated with the availability of significant pieces of common equipment.   

The maintenance and replacement of aging scientific instrumentation is reaching a critical stage 

with the aging infrastructure of the Science Laboratory Building that houses all of Chemistry and 

the majority of Biological Sciences.  Much of the instrumentation was purchased when the 

building was being constructed and is now over 25 years old, badly in need of replacement.   The 

departments/schools, often with the help of the college, address issues with equipment as they 

arise, but no systematic plan for replacement of aging equipment or the purchase of maintenance 

packages from manufacturers currently exists.  It is of no surprise, as a result, that of the 10 

initiatives most highly prioritized for the college, five fall within the realms of Scientific 
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Instrumentation maintenance originating from Biological Sciences, Chemistry, and Physics 

(Table 4). 

Although most science departments have relatively higher equipment budgets, the costs 

associated with timely replacement of failed equipment or purchasing maintenance contracts 

well exceeds the base-budgeted dollars.  Together with the college, the units continuously work 

with the university to identify new models or try to take advantage of new funding programs 

(i.e., Strategic Budgeted Carryover initiative) that may help address some of the issues, though 

such initiatives continue to be works in progress.  To that end, the units rely heavily on dollars 

generated by variance and indirect costs generated by faculty and staff engaged in 

grantsmanship.  For instance, in FY12 alone, the Department of Chemistry spent $221,489 of its 

base funds plus funds provided by the College and an additional $139,246 of grant funds on 

technology (scientific instrumentation plus computers).  Each year, the School of Biological 

Sciences spends about 85% of its operating budget to secure less than half of its equipment and 

currently the school spends $120,000 on service contracts annually which covers about 45% of 

its equipment.   

In the Department of Chemistry, for instance, the lack of appropriate instrumentation makes it 

increasingly difficult to prepare students for employment and graduate school.  The problem is 

exacerbated by flat budgets and vanishing buying power.  University support for instrumentation 

has declined more than 50% (in real dollars) over the past 20 years despite a substantial increase 

in the number of research-active faculty and a nearly 50% increase in majors served by the 

department.  The unit finds it most challenging to identify funding for mid-range pieces of 

equipment ($20,000-$100,000) that are to be exclusively used for teaching. Grants have been 

used for major purchases (> $100,000), and student fees cover some costs for minor 

instrumentation. A typical service visit for a simple instrument repair costs between $3,000 and 

$5,000 (excluding parts in most cases).  It is imperative that we have an increased budget for 

instrumentation support, especially when the vast majority of instruments are well beyond their 

warranty period.  

Addressing this issue is critical as appropriate instrumentation is needed to continuously improve 

instructional spaces, to remain competitive in offering state-of-the-art programs at undergraduate 

and graduate levels, in case of Chemistry to remain compliant with accreditation body, to 

continue to be able to strengthen offerings in the general education programs, to enhance support 

of faculty scholarly activities, to continue to effectively respond to the anticipated societal 

demand for graduates in the sciences from ISU, and to continue encouraging undergraduate 

research projects and provide personalized student attention.  Finally, addressing a variety of 

such issues will inherently promote health, safety, and environmental sustainability on campus 

and beyond. Once again, as in the case of computer recapitalization, this priority spans several 

CAS goals.  It is specifically reflected in the under Area of Strategic Focus 1.3, “Enhance 

support for faculty research and creative activity,” Goal 1.4 “Enhance and encourage support 

for student research and creative activity,” and most importantly, “Enhance the systems and 

infrastructure supporting academic excellence,” specifically Goal 2.2, “Continue to develop and 

maintain technology infrastructure and professional staff to support scholarship, creative 

activity, and student learning.” This initiative supports Educating Illinois Goals 1 and 2. 
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Requests for funds related to technology totaled $1,325,562 from five units this year; this total 

includes a request for a $1,000,000 enhancement for a new Star Projector and video system 

needed in the Planetarium, for which the department hopes to receive a major gift.  Table 4 lists 

the highest priority one-time scientific instrumentation technology-related requests for FY 13.  

The total cost of the items is $199,957.  The requests have been prioritized based on identified 

programmatic needs and priorities as well as other college-level fiscal risks and considerations.   

 

 Table 4:  Highest-priority scientific instrumentation Provost Enhancement requests for FY14. 

Title of Initiative Priority 

Rank 

Provost 

Enhancement   

FY14 Unit 

Contribution 

Total 

Amount of 

Initiative 

Three  -80 freezers (BSC) 4 $39,519  $0  $39,519  

Raman Spectrometer for Teaching 

Laboratories (CHE) 

5 $23,000  $5,000  $28,000  

Four Nanopure Water Systems (BSC) 7 $21,596  $0  $21,596  

Lab equipment (PHY) 9 $71,650  $0  $71,650  

Autoclave replacement (BSC) 10 $44,192  $0  $44,192  

 

4. Enhancement for a Conference on Freedom and Responsibility 

 

The department of Philosophy plans on hosting a faculty conference on the topic of “Freedom 

and Responsibility.” This topic is particular relevant because there are many important social 

issues that fall within the topic, and because almost all of the department’s faculty have research 

interests that relate to the topic, for example, in ethics, feminist philosophy, neuroethics, and 

meta-ethics.  The conference would invite presentations from the philosophical community at 

large and have a keynote speaker; however, the purpose of the conference is to provide an 

opportunity for faculty in the philosophy department at ISU to showcase their different 

perspectives on the topic of “Freedom and Responsibility.” The conference would provide the 

department and the college with a very good way to celebrate the addition of new faculty to the 

department and the exciting developments that are going on.  We request an enhancement of 

$3,000 from the provost for this initiative that is well in line with the CAS strategic plan Foci 1, 

2 and 4, as well as Goals 1, 2, and 4 of Educating Illinois.  The college plans to supplement the 

cost by providing an additional $2,000.   

 

 

5.  Enhancement for Facilities Upgrade and Renovations 

 

See section VII below. 
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V.  Personnel Requests:  Tenure Track Faculty - NEW 

 

Given the CAS’s evolving programmatic needs we must continue to work to ensure that our 

faculty base is sufficient both in number and quality as they are integral in fulfilling the mission, 

vision, and values of our College (particularly Strategic Foci 1 and 2) and those of Educating 

Illinois (particularly Goals 1, 2, and 3).   

 

A total of 29 tenure-line faculty positions were requested in the CAS for FY14.  PERS 936a lists 

the top 20 positions that we prioritize.  The ranking shown in Table 5 below has been based on 

the following criteria: 

a) Outside programmatic and accreditation pressures 

b) Programmatic needs including demands resulting from new programs 

c) Student demand 

d) Recent trends in faculty base 

e) Presence of new leadership 

 

Total requested AIF annual salary is $1,834,114. 

 

Table 5:  CAS Prioritized list of Tenure Track Faculty Request for FY14 

Unit Priority 

Rank 

Specialization/Discipline Faculty Rank 

BSC 1 Molecular Neuroscientist Assistant Prof 

COM 2 Journalism Assistant Prof 

POL 3 Public Law Assistant Prof 

ENG 4 Early Modern British Literature and Culture Assistant Prof 

MAT 5 Middle School Mathematics Education Assistant Prof 

PSY 6 Clinical-Counseling Psychology Assistant Prof 

HIS 7 History of China Assistant Prof 

COM 8 Mass Media Assistant Prof 

ENG 9 African Literatures and Cultures Assistant Prof 

POL 10 American Politics Assistant Prof 

PSY 11 Cognitive and Behavioral Psychology Assistant Prof 

MAT 12 Discrete Mathematics Assistant Prof 

PHY 13 Applied computational physics Assistant Prof 

PHI 14 Philosophy of Mind Assistant Prof 

GEO 15 Environmental Geophysics/Glacial Geology Assistant Prof 

CSD 16 Speech-language pathology Assistant Prof 

SOA 17 Midwestern Archaeologist  Assistant Prof 

MAT 18 Secondary Mathematics Education Assistant Prof 

COM 19 Public Relations Assistant Prof 

ENG 20 Early American Comparative Literature and Cultures  Assistant Prof 
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VI. Personnel Requests:  Tenure Track Faculty – Non-reappointment or tenure-

denial/death 

 

See PERS 936b for details. 

 

VII. Facilities Requests 

 

Plans for the renovation and re-allocation of facilities in the CAS are outlined in detail in the 

annual AFAC report.  The college continues to face a growing demand for additional space 

dedicated to research and offices; accommodating the access to adequate and appropriate 

facilities necessary to support the University’s teaching and research missions has become a 

considerable fiscal challenge.  The growing/evolving programmatic and research needs we face 

require us to constantly re-evaluate the use of our space.  Consequently, we must allocate funds 

towards the relocation and/or remodeling of our spaces.  Increasing pressure also exists to 

acquire additional space for research, teaching, and office purposes. 

 

We make every effort to continue to reallocate funds for renovations where possible but these are 

highly inadequate to meet the need properly. Combined requests related to facility upgrades and 

renovations sought for FY14 in addition to those reported in the AFAC report is $120,600.  The 

sum includes requests for 

a) Renovation and upgrade of main office space in Physics ($60,000) 

b) Renovation of STV314 computer laboratory in Mathematics (43,100), and 

c) Technology and facilities upgrade at the Psychological Services Center ($17,500)  

 

We prioritize the latter two items in our request for Provost Enhancement dollars (PERS 937) as 

each initiative carries a departmental commitment and direct impact on students. 
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Appendix I:  Chemical Stockroom Security Solution 

 
From: "Goodman, John" <jdgoodma@ilstu.edu> 

Date: Tue, 19 Mar 2013 10:02:54 -0500 

To: "Simpson, Gregory B" <gsimpso@ilstu.edu> 

Cc: Joeseph Blaney <jrblane@ilstu.edu> 

Subject: Chemical Inventory Software 

 

Good Morning Greg, 

 

 Joe Blaney asked me to email you regarding the benefit of the chemical inventory software shared by 

Chemistry and Biology with the hopes this would be a continually funded line item.  As of now the 

Chemistry department has fully adopted using the software for their chemical management.  This 

software allows users to be more aware of what materials are in their inventories, resulting in savings  to 

the department by allowing users to monitor volumes and types of materials in their lab.  It also allows 

stockroom personnel and PI’s to track chemicals that have specific shelf lives or can become unstable as 

they age.  Over past year, on three different occasions, we discovered old chemicals that were potentially 

shock sensitive explosives requiring stabilization by contractors specifically trained and equipped to 

prepare this type of material for disposal.  The existence of material like this is not only a hazard to 

individuals working in labs that may not recognize the potential hazard but also a burden on the university 

to fund disposal costs.   Each time we contracted the stabilization of this type of material we paid 

~$2000.  If the material had been consumed through research/instruction or managed before it became 

unstable the disposal cost of all the material would have been less than $100.   The benefit of using the 

chemical inventory software saves departmental money used for unneeded stabilization.  It benefits the PI 

by reducing the number of duplicate items in their inventory.    Ultimately the software has allowed 

stockrooms to operate more efficiently and safely by reducing inventory size and hazards. 

  

Please feel free to call me if you have any questions regarding the inventory software or would like more 

information. 

  

Thanks,  

John 

  

John Goodman, CHMM 

Associate Director 

Environmental Health and Safety 

Illinois State University 

202 NSB,  Campus Box 1320 

Normal, IL  61790-1320 

Ph.    309-438-8297 

Cell.  309-533-3398 

Fax    309-438-3086 

  

 
  

 

mailto:jdgoodma@ilstu.edu
mailto:gsimpso@ilstu.edu
mailto:jrblane@ilstu.edu
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Appendix II:  CAS Technology Needs Assessment Document 
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Appendix III:  Justification for AP Director, Communication Teacher Education Program 

 

Illinois State University is home to the top communication teacher education program in the 

United States. Graduates of this program earn Illinois certification to teach high school English 

Language Arts. This is the same certification that students majoring in English earn.  However, 

there are significant differences in how the programs meet State of Illinois needs and provide 

instructional and pedagogical leadership. 

 

This memo is a request to return the Communication Education program staffing to full-time, 

fully funded status on an A/P line.  The current director will be taking full retirement in May and 

we currently have no permanent funding to replace him. It is essential that the School hire an AP 

to direct the Communication Education Program for numerous reasons.   

 

It has been increasing apparent that Illinois schools need faculty prepared to formally teach oral 

communication.  Recent surveys conducted by the Illinois Communication and Theatre 

Association indicate that over 50% of Illinois high schools teach oral communication – mostly as 

a stand-alone class but also as a combination course such as Written and Oral Communication.   

Trends show an increase in the teaching of oral communication skills in the schools mostly due 

to the implementation of ELA Common Core.  Approximately 20% of the ELA Common Core 

and also the College Readiness Standards reference oral communication skills such as creating 

effective messages for diverse audiences, understanding, creating, and delivery of informational 

text, and ability to work in and with group situations.   

 

Indeed, communication is central to the new Illinois Common Core Standards not only in content 

(ELA speaking and listening standards; Social Emotional Learning Standards) but in pedagogy 

(collaborative discussion, experiential activities, and group work) and Communication Education 

students are the best candidates to fill the need.   

 

In terms of content, our students take a class (Com 281) in teaching the speaking and listening 

standards in the common core (including but not limited to expressing ideas clearly and 

persuasively, participating in collaborative discussions, articulate and defend ideas, respond 

thoughtfully to diverse perspectives, evaluate a speaker’s point of view, present information, 

listen effectively, adapt a speech to a variety of contexts). Additionally, our students take a class 

(Com 283) entitled, Communication for the Classroom Teacher, where they practice various 

communication centered instructional strategies including instructional discussion, experiential 

activities, and group collaboration. This course highlights the role of communication in teaching, 

regardless of the discipline or target audience. Topics include teacher communication 

competence (including social emotional learning), interpersonal communication, listening, 

language, interactive instructional strategies, and communication concerns. 

 

The Communication Education curriculum as indicated above was redesigned two years ago in 

anticipation of the implementation of Common Core and uniquely prepares candidates to focus 

on those skills and to provide schools with trained professionals.  And, Illinois high schools have 

been responsive to those changes.  Com Ed candidates are sought out by schools and have earned 

nearly 100% job placement. 
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It is important that the Com Ed program continues to provide qualified instructors for the schools 

since other options are less feasible.  First, due to the challenges of teacher preparation, other 

higher education institutions have discontinued Com Ed programs.  No other programs exist in 

Illinois.  And, incorporating the additional instruction into existing English departments has been 

explored but indications from departmental coordinators and advisors indicate that English 

candidates do not have the time available to add sufficient coursework and graduate in a timely 

manner. 

 

Moreover, newly revised Illinois Professional Teaching Standards include Socio-emotional 

learning skills for pre-service teachers. That is, all pre-service teachers must demonstrate the 

ability to identify and mange one’s emotions as well as the emotions of others, recognize the 

feelings and perspectives of others, use communication and social skills to interact effectively 

with others, demonstrate an ability to prevent, manage, and resolve interpersonal conflict, and 

apply ethical decision making skills. If we do not have a Com Ed program in Illinois; we will 

have a significant leadership gap between state mandated learning standards and the ability to 

meet those standards.  We will no longer be equipped to train pre-service teachers to model and 

teach either common core communication or SEL skills in Illinois. 

 

Illinois State University has always been the leader is educational pursuits.  Continuing the 

communication education program will help ensure that continues as we move forward in 

adopting Common Core for all of K through 20.   

 


